Congratulations
If either your firm choice (or your insurance if you missed your
firm offer) is unconditional, your place is secure.

Want to change uni?
Discouraged at this late stage, but if you are sure you want to
apply to other unis, you can self-release into Clearing. NB: this
cannot be undone!

Place Confirmed
Universities may confirm your place, even if you don’t
meet the entry. Check your UCAS Track to see if your Firm
or Insurance choice has changed to unconditional.

Want to change course?
Unconditional Offer Holder

Alternative Offer

You are holding an unconditional
place as your firm or insurance
choice.

Your Firm/Insurance uni may make you an
alternative offer (e.g. for a different course),
which you can accept or turn down in Track.

Missed Grades Place Confirmed or
Awaiting Decision

Awaiting Decision
Your Firm/Insurance Choice may still
be considering whether to award you
a place. Contact them to find out if
there is anything they need from you.
You can self-release into Clearing if
you don’t want to wait on them. NB:
this cannot be undone!

You have not gained the
entry requirements but
your have not been
released into clearing

Uni Appeal

Missed Grades Place Unsuccessful

You may be considered for an
alternative course (e.g.
foundation) at your preferred
uni. Contact them if you’d like
to find out.

Re-takes

If you want to go to the same uni but a different
course, contact the uni to discuss this.

Your grades were not high
enough for your place to
be confirmed, and you
have been released into
Clearing.

You can re-take exams in the
Autumn and re-apply through the
next UCAS cycle.

Clearing Plus
Log into UCAS Track and check your Clearing Plus
recommendations (see document on Clearing Plus for
more details). Or search for clearing courses on the UCAS
Search tool.
Get calling! You can have multiple offers so no need to
stop at one. You will be given a deadline to reply so you
can think them over.
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Congratulations
If either your firm choice (or your
insurance - if you missed your firm
offer) is now showing as
unconditional, your place is secure!

You are holding a
conditional firm or
insurance place, and you
have met the grades.

Exceeded entry
requirements
You’ve exceeded the
conditions of your
conditional firm offer

No longer want
to go to university

Adjustment
This is optional, but if you want, you
can apply to universities with higher
entry requirements, whilst holding
your original place. Then you just
decide if you want to keep your
original offer or change.

You have decided that you
do not wish to go to
university in this cycle.

Withdraw
Contact the university from which you have a
confirmed place and withdraw your place.
NB: this cannot be undone!
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